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OPERATING AND CARE GUIDELINES FOR VECTOR FOG FOGGING UNITS 

 
At PES Africa we pride ourselves in our high quality Thermal Fogger machines. To ensure 
that your Thermal Fogger machine operates at optimal efficiency, we have compiled a 
list of care guidelines for you to follow: 
 

• When starting your thermal fogger, please remember to use the pressure release valve on the 
fuel tank in the event of carburettor flooding. 

• Before starting the thermal fogger machine, ensure that the unit is fully charged. 
• Ensure that you first close the chemical valves before switching on your thermal fogger 

machine. 
• Once started, wait about 30 seconds for the ejection tube to reach operating temperature 

(1070°C) before opening the solution tap to start fogging. This step optimises the atomisation 
of the solution at the ejection nipple and prevents carbon deposit build up. Hint: Should a 
liquid build-up be observed at the end of the stainless-steel exhaust tube while operating, 
reduce the flow of solution by regulating it with the tap until all the solution is atomised. 

• When switching off the thermal fogger machine, first shut the solution flow off at the tap. 
Continue to run the machine for 15 seconds to burn off any excess solution and then use the 
pressure release valve on the fuel tank to shut the thermal fogger down. 

• Once the thermal fogger has been shut down, good practice is to also release any pressure 
in the fuel tank, through pressing the pressure release valve and the pressure in the solution 
tank, by unscrewing the tank cap. This will aid in lengthening the lifespan of all the O-rings, 
check valves and seals. 

• At the end of every operating day: 
o Half fill the empty solution tank with clean water. A little liquid soap may also be added 

to aid with cleaning. Run the thermal fogger and clear the tubing between the 
solution tank and ejection nipple by opening the solution supply tap. Shut the thermal 
fogger down and empty the solution tank of the remaining water. This will prevent 
build-up of chemical deposits which cause blockages. 

o Use a wire brush to decarbonise the ejection tube, being extra cautious not to go a 
little beyond the solution ejection nozzle. Never insert the brush through the inspection 
cap at the back of the carburettor. There is a combustion filament inside of the 
combustion chamber which if dislodged or damaged will prevent the thermal fogger 
from operating. 

o Allow for the thermal fogger machine to cool down before transporting the machine. 
• When filling the fuel tank, use a sieve to ensure that no contaminants are introduced. The 

aluminium fuel tank as supplied is susceptible to corrosion and it is advisable to keep the fuel 
tank filled during storage.  

• Ensure that you follow a “buddy system” at all times when using a thermal fogger machine. 
Make sure that your partner is carrying a fire extinguisher while the termal fogger machine is 
running. 

• Do not leave chemicals to inside the thermal fogger machine over-night. 
• When packing away your thermal fogger machine, do not pack any items on the machine 

itself as it can damage its pipes. 
• Do not run the thermal fogger machine for longer than 3 hours. Give the unit enough time to 

cool down before using it again. 
• Make sure that the correct chemicals and petrol is used inside the thermal fogger machine 

to ensure that your machine runs correctly. 


